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GeoPoll: By the Numbers
• 4.5 million interviews annually

• Projects in 144 countries

• 8,414 distinct CATI projects

• Network of global call centres

• Surveys in 113 languages

• Over 10,000 trained interviewers

• Database of 300+ million mobile subscribers

GeoPoll

Overview
We are a technology-driven research organisation with a 

mission to collect high-quality, timely data at scale. We 

conduct research using CATI, face-to-face, web, and SMS 

using our purpose-built platform. GeoPoll is headquartered in 

the USA, but our largest office is Nairobi. Most staff work in 

low- and middle-income countries.

Key Clients
Illustrative Projects
• People’s Climate Poll (UNDP): 74,000 interviews in 

77 countries

• Food Security Monitoring (WFP): 1.9 million CATI 

interviews in 44 countries

• Public Service Delivery Index (AFDB): Face-to-face 

surveys in 27 African countries in 4 months

Respect | Honesty | Integrity | Problem Solvers | Team Players

Customer Oriented | Continuous ImprovementGEOPOLL CORE VALUES



1. Introduction to CATI 
and SMS



Overview of CATI

How it Works

• Interviewer-administered phone surveys

• Permanent and temporary call centers

• Similar QC procedures as in high-income countries

• Questionnaire length: Optimal length is unclear, guidance 
ranges from 15-30 minutes.

• Virtual and in-person call centers

• Mobile phones only (no landlines)

Advantages

✓ Doesn’t require literacy (compared to SMS)

✓Makes certain question types possible –e.g., collecting 
village name can be challenging in self-administered 
modes

✓ Interviewers can tailor survey request and set 
appointments

✓ Interviewers can probe and clarify

✓ Longer questionnaires compared to other modes

Disadvantages

X Can be more expensive than IVR/SMS/web. BUT this 
depends on many factors: number of questions, number 
of interviews, whether professional or temporary call 
center used

X Interviewer effects

X Worse for sensitive topics (??? – more research needed)

X Synchronous mode: requires respondent to pick up

X No visual content



Overview of SMS (1 of 2)

• Short message service = SMS, or text messages.

• Respondents receive text messages, one per survey 
question.

• Texting available on all phone types.

• This is self-administered automated mode: there 
aren’t interviewers on other end (except in rare 
cases – e.g., West, Ghimire, Axinn, 2015).

• Each question has 160-character limit for question 
and response options (including spaces).

• Multiple messages possible on some tools, but 
these can lead to errors.

• Character limit depends on country and mobile 
network operator.

• Sometimes special characters (é) can count double 
towards character limit (check the survey tool).

• ~20 questions.

• Language selector at beginning of survey for multi-
lingual surveys.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4551499/


Overview of SMS (2 of 2)

Advantages

✓Extremely rapid deployment

✓Extremely rapid data collection

✓Asynchronous: people can respond at leisure

✓Natural form of communication

✓Less expensive than IVR

✓Suitable for “momentary assessments” (real-time data)

✓Potentially better for sensitive topics

Disadvantages

X Less familiar mode to respondents

X Requires literacy

X Questions must be short, problems splitting up messages

X Questionnaires must be short (~10-20 questions)

X No visual content

X Small screen size often requires scrolling

X Responses remain on phones (sensitive topics)

X Harder to verify who is responding



Sampling Approaches
Advantage Disadvantage

Random digit 
dial (RDD)

✓Large sample size
✓Easy and inexpensive

X Inefficient and varies by mobile operator
XNumbering system typically lacks geography
XDesigns typically limited to stratification by operator
XLower response rates (vs. re-contact)
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from vendor
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for sample targeting and 
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operator 
sample

✓Large sample size
✓Potential for auxiliary 

information

XHard to get for most researchers

https://elisamaffioli.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/maffioli_method.pdf


2. Use Cases for CATI and 
SMS



• During the COVID-19 pandemic, the World 
Bank conducted CATI surveys in 89 countries

• Surveys used two main sampling frames:

• “Follow-back” surveys, where respondents 
from previous face-to-face surveys were 
recontacted 

• RDD

• Many countries use longitudinal CATI designs

• Core questionnaire and country-specific 
modules: harmonized data publicly available

World Bank High Frequency Phone Surveys

Relevant links
- Dashboard
- Data
- Review paper “Viewpoint: High-frequency 

phone surveys on COVID-19: Good 
practices, open questions”

- Upcoming conference: December 2024

https://www.worldbank.org/en/data/interactive/2020/11/11/covid-19-high-frequency-monitoring-dashboard
https://datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/harmonized-covid-19-household-monitoring-surveys
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306919221001317
https://www.worldbank.org/en/events/2024/04/15/call-for-proposals-the-pulse-of-progress-harnessing-high-frequency-survey-data-for-development-research-in-the-polycrisi


• The Hunger Monitoring Unit of 
the UN World Food Programme 
uses CATI (among other data) to 
develop near real-time estimates 
of food security

• Sampling: RDD, partner 
databases, beneficiary lists

• Questions on food security (e.g., 
Food Consumption Score)

• Data visualized on the Hunger 
Map LIVE 

Link to Approach and Methodology

World Food Programme: Food Security

https://hungermap.wfp.org/
https://hungermap.wfp.org/
https://executiveboard.wfp.org/document_download/WFP-135070


• “Follow back” surveys to 
previous FTF survey 
respondents

• Belize, Georgia, Mongolia, 
Samoa, Nigeria, Jamaica

• Fills data gaps between time 
consuming and expensive FTF 
surveys (~5+ years between 
MICS waves)

• Implementation Guide

• UNICEF MICS Plus

UNICEF MICS Plus

https://mics.unicef.org/files?job=W1siZiIsIjIwMjAvMDUvMjAvMTMvMTQvMTUvOTkzL01JQ1NfUGx1c19TdGVwX2J5X1N0ZXBfMjAyMDA1MDRfdjNfMjAyMDA1MTJXZWIucGRmIl1d&sha=48d1a324494d8ad7
https://mics.unicef.org/mics-plus/methodology-and-use


Public Opinions and Attitudes to Abortion in Kenya

Characteristic Frequency Percent

Age group 18-24 2,219 24.8%

25-34 2,640 29.5%

35+ 4,083 45.7%

Sex Male 4,464 49.9%

Female 4,478 50.1%

Highest education levelNone/DK 228 2.6%

Primary 1,481 16.6%

Secondary 3,348 37.5%

University 3,882 43.4%

Marital status Partnered 4,790 53.6%

Unpartnered 4,149 46.4%

Religion Christian 8,303 92.9%

Others 636 7.1%



Media Audience Measurement Using SMS

Example of good use case for SMS: 
high frequency, high volume data 
collection needed for audience 
measurement



SMS for Public Health Surveillance

• Example from the H1N1 pandemic in 
Mexico

• Using SMS for “syndromic surveillance” 
(monitoring symptoms of disease in a 
population)

• May 2009: 982,708 numbers received SMS 
from Ministry of Health

• Received responses 56,551 unique 
numbers

• 53% of responses received with 24 hours, 
89% within 24 hours

Source

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/16/9/10-0671_article


3. Challenges and 
Solutions: CATI



1. Representation: How well does CATI approximate the 
demographic distributions of target populations?

2. Questionnaire Length: How long can (or should) CATI 
questionnaires be?

3. Measurement: How reliable are respondent’s self-
reports in CATI surveys?

CATI: Challenges and Solutions



Undercoverage

Challenges in Representation: Undercoverage

Complexities in Measuring 
Coverage in Africa

1.Coverage statistics (number of 
subscriptions per 100 people) 
based on ownership may 
overstate coverage errors 
because of sharing

2.But family members don’t 
share phones equally

3.Some people who share 
phones may not accept 
incoming calls

Source: Elkasabi & Khan (2023)

https://academic.oup.com/ijpor/article-abstract/35/4/edad031/7318135


Challenges in Representation: Nonresponse

Noncontact
• Poor network 

connection
• People keep phones 

off
• Miss calls
• Differential access 

to phone for phone 
sharers

Breakoff
• Battery runs out
• Airtime or tech issue
• Phone network 

issue
• Long surveys
• Complex questions
• Sensitive questions

Refusal
• Distrust of surveys
• Lack of familiarity 

with surveys
• Competing priorities 

or responsibilities 
(“busy”)

• Concerns about data 
charges

Language Barrier
• Language not 

offered in survey
• Difficulty handing 

off to another 
interviewer

• Language switching 
makes interview too 
challenging, 
especially after 
pleasantries



Response Rates: Example

27%

16%
13%

11% 10%
7% 6% 6% 5% 5% 4% 4% 4% 3% 3%

1%

Response Rate (AAPOR RR1)
People’s Climate Vote: Cross-
sectional CATI RDD and List-
Assisted Sampling

Source

https://www.undp.org/publications/peoples-climate-vote-2024


Design of Lau et al. (2019)

• Nigeria cross-sectional RDD CATI study in 2016

• 15% Response Rate (AAPOR RR3)

• 86 questions, focus on technology

• Simple design, no quotas or weighting

Representation

• Women underrepresented by 20 percentage points (pp)

• Age 50-64 underrepresented by 10 pp under. Age 40-49 
underrepresented by 6 pp. 

• People without formal schooling underrepresented by 34 
pp 

• Primary school 17 pp under

• Married underrepresented by 25 pp

• English speakers are overrepresented

• But CATI better than IVR/SMS

Representation of Cross-Sectional CATI Surveys Using Simple Designs:

Example from Nigeria

Source

https://ojs.ub.uni-konstanz.de/srm/article/view/7375


Design of Lamarage et al. (2016)

• Among the first examples of CATI RDD in Africa

• Project in Côte d’Ivoire from 2013

• 7-minute survey

Representation

Unweighted data versus general population from the 
Demographic and Health Survey:

• Women underrepresented by 19 pp (31% versus 50%)

• Age 50+ underrepresented by 10 pp (12% versus 22%)

• No education underrepresented by 34 pp (28% versus 62%)

• Rural underrepresented by 30 pp (12% versus 52%)

Nationally, coverage is 85% (96% urban, 75% rural): most 
differences are due to nonresponse, not undercoverage.

Representation of Cross-Sectional CATI Surveys Using Simple Designs:

Example from Côte d’Ivoire
Source: Lamarage et al. (2016) • Survey overestimates knowledge 

and behaviours related to HIV 
testing

https://www.cairn-int.info/revue-population-2016-1-page-117.htm


Design of Brubaker, Kilic, Wollburg (2021)

• Recontact of participants from household-level FTF 
surveys in each country

• First-round CATI response rates: Malawi: 74%, 
Ethiopia 60%, Nigeria 65%, Uganda 93%

• Project conducts multiple rounds of CATI follow-up

Representation

Groups less likely to participate in the first-round CATI:

• Not a household heads or spouse of HH head

• Not owning a mobile phone

• Less educated

• 15-24 year olds

• Not having a HH enterprise

• Lower household wealth

Representation of “Follow-Back” CATI Surveys

Example from Ethiopia, Malawi, Nigeria, Uganda 

Source

Source

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34788292/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34788292/


1. Propensity Score Weighting (for follow-back surveys only)

2. Referrals

3. Quota-Based Design with weighting

4. Calling Protocols

5. Offering an Incentive

6. SMS Prenotification

7. Better Introductions

8. Refusal Conversation

9. Non-Response Follow up: Shorter surveys

10. GREAT INTERVIEWER RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING

What Can We Do to Improve Representativeness?



Adjusting for Individual-Level Factors 
(Brubaker, Kilic, Wollburg; 2021)

• Weighting generally helps reduce selection 
biases of CATI survey ☺

• Example: Weights address representation by 
gender and age in Malawi

• Example: Weights address representation by 
education in all countries except Ethiopia

• But effects are inconsistent, weighting 
doesn’t solve issues, and variance increases 


Method #1 to Improve Representation:

Weighting using Propensity Scores
Method only works when the CATI survey uses a prior FTF survey as a sampling frame (“follow back” design)

Nigeria (Figure 3) from Brubaker, Kilic, Wollburg, 2021)

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34788292/


Adjusting for Household-Level Factors

Ambel, McGee, Tsegay (2021)

• When the outcomes are at the household 
level (vs. individual level), weighting works 
much better compared to individual level 
outcomes.

• Bias due to undercoverage and nonresponse 
is reduced when weights are applied in most 
cases.

• But bias is not always eliminated completely.

• Remember: This method requires a “follow-
back” survey design where the CATI survey 
interviews respondents from a prior 
household survey.

Method #1 to Improve Representation:

Weighting using Propensity Scores

https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/859261622035611710/reducing-bias-in-phone-survey-samples-effectiveness-of-reweighting-techniques-using-face-to-face-surveys-as-frames-in-four-african-countries


Method #2 to Improve Representation:

Referrals

Glazerman et al. (2023)

• 2020 CATI survey in Kenya using RDD

• If a man answered, 50% were 
randomized to “Pass the Phone” 
group
• Most agreed, but many didn’t have 

woman to refer to

• 263 referred woman complete

• Method improves representation by 
age, low assets, areas with low 
connectivity

• Method is more costly
Source

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0304387823000329
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0304387823000329


• Four-round CATI survey 2021-2022

• Sampling frame: Vendor list (non-probability)

• 36-minute survey on household welfare

• Quota design

• Set quotas by location, gender, urban/rural, education, 
farming livelihood. Interlocked demographic x states.

• Respondents were asked screening questions: if they belong 
to closed quota, survey ends.

• Didn’t complete to all quotas in 2 small states and low 
education in some states.

• After weights are applied, CATI matches demographics from prior 
FTF surveys

• CATI reaches 310 out of 330 townships: not possible in FTF

• For statistical underpinnings of this approach, see Labrique et al. 
(2017)

Methods #3 to Improve Representation:

Quota Based Design

Source

https://www.jmir.org/2017/5/e121/
https://www.jmir.org/2017/5/e121/
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0296292


Method #4 to Improve Representation:

Calling Protocols

SourceCATI surveys in nine RDD surveys in 2020 (IPA)

More Call Attempts

Finding: Works, but inconsistently! Respondents who 
answer on 2+ call attempt are different from those who 
answer on attempt #1. 

But very inconsistent: In Ghana and Uganda, those who 
answer after 2+ contact attempts are less likely to have a 
secondary education. But the reverse is true in Rwanda!

Rescheduling

Finding: Does not work. Respondents who complete after a 
reschedule are older and more likely to be male, have 
secondary education, employed, not in poverty. No evidence 
actively rescheduling calls reduces underrepresentation.

Completion Rates

https://elsevier-ssrn-document-store-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/21/09/24/ssrn_id3929628_code2913531.pdf?response-content-disposition=inline&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjELn%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIQCGIgnVjsxB3rpL656V9lDkHaj4w2IeNz7bcdhQm5B8FAIgUh4ksIsbmjVynI5jq0FxEFsdZ%2BAdTXorCHYjM8QstU0qvgUIYhAEGgwzMDg0NzUzMDEyNTciDIUDfwu3srJ8APldbiqbBdsXvOQ2JTQSA3R0s6ODiBiarH1GF5rSLfnQb7pzdbh73DccQRTbOHSupg%2BYqjOg%2BBRZNolKoIaf4fHS18RK5g19dBNoUpb6vgAqIbbArHPOpPM2YDBBO0ZpeTUW1IlVmjYexTxi8A2FimpBC8NZH6eVzK6VrHX2d%2BW1Uijk%2B3CJ%2BkqzolEIliq8cLjHdx7gDc0hv6FBR%2BY5vUnmkp2owpwBKZKUrxbhDFM3T0SnXoE21HsjvAKHgdLWJbDOPrHUxtXXQ4LzIzB2OfXrVTULBb5JWv4lRFGveknu6KH%2FLadgqHONheOL37Oz63ZjEN%2B0%2BzCENB8U2R79Ja1InnxAaBC6iq4Dvgqp4NyjSjsLT8FrCpOQ4ObCfu%2B6Mm%2FJPnw9yBj5psvwttIlGJiAXnQrNTnKjDLkC2db8xto8bwk8bRmZSlmgN7lX2fFssfOfbYspRQVGXckqi%2FWD4gu6c1mgv8RbbMzNLc7TjeXC6h%2BSQRUGekszdWDdX6L%2B5hd30xUuL6mxXYUxcZWOW8FoADLe46kmv1qBhroWKmzyk%2FHhhf6nApHnatUH5ha82nf7OqDJ%2BH8Jt11YytI5Cc2ezJvz1ORWci9QeuzmXeGlV2rhy%2BRd0SktQWBqDTy09OD7ZIsNTJrvfcvKZkH0he8t2GpM3PGYOThfZcAihINImJofi0la%2BPI9fCoga%2FB05xyIAyVrM0dLmYKjdPnvYdEtvXMveHZnsBbuh%2BsZd7uqte0Wk4XzD%2FQ8EwVGLaxuJXUbmZltGn%2FxF8%2BNTZp2NYEpavFldf8MvbgRB%2BgcGwWS0B%2FQDECq%2BSak0%2FLUlZjpd6U0C1Ygcz1jYDz7fhba6Nx7JrfnNXTOrOuXOdwQT1hbJvqjMkJkiZlbbvnmABUtxwwr9fWswY6sQEVZlWjHjRvBQr2yxvanYAlb8KJx7jAYtu%2B36c3OUJTNgvFSGyVn35vUweMJorCaSxTMcRIn0h8CpxMVBjTLIDf6u%2BpGkkFzFRiYJf0cE7kC9Aiq2nbbJCHvMHVcyYPgvr8SlAPjwWHQYRHlkXxCgHvY8B%2FR7rQLKxaCLkkHOpsXLfK0Sn79V7TqReTRu1L7oiOz7ChS8UkGzKgzKNtvcAXZRZYzBfE1HzyCd69f3yK0bs%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20240621T172832Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAUPUUPRWETQMXUHGS%2F20240621%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=32f799e77ff1b9f1f78c09b672932a9da83e0bcc95f0004d4c132ee750342778


Other Methods to Improve Representation

5. Offering an 
Incentive

6. SMS 
Prenotification

7. Better 
Introductions

8. Refusal 
Conversation

9. Non-Response 
Follow up: 

Shorter survey

10. GREAT 
interviewer 

training



Two common questions:

1. How long can CATI questionnaires be?

2. How long should CATI questionnaires be?

Lots of opinions, but not a lot of empirical evidence

CATI Questionnaire 



• 8 CATI RDD surveys in Kenya and Nigeria: 2023-
2024. Surveys are long (median >30 min) and 
ask about sensitive topics related to gender 
issues

• Breakoff rates vary, but most breakoff is early in 
survey

• Breakoff is associated with lower education, but 
not other respondent characteristics

How long can CATI questionnaires be?
GeoPoll Research on Breakoff 
in Kenya and Nigeria

24%

10%

15%

7%

18%

5%

26%

9%

Kenya W2

Nigeria W2

Kenya W3

Nigeria W3

Kenya W4A

Nigeria W4A

Kenya W4B

Nigeria W4B

Breakoff Rates

Experimental Evidence from  Malawi

• 2022 CATI RDD survey in Malawi

• Respondents randomly assigned to 10-minute, 
20-minute, or 30-minute questionnaire

• Breakoff (completion) rates were similar across 
experimental groups

Torrisi et al. (2024)

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1525822X241237042


• We don’t really know … 

   … and it probably depends on what we’re measuring

• OK, but what do we know?

How long should CATI questionnaires be?

Abay et al. (2022) randomize the placement of a 
cognitively demanding food recall questions.
When these questions are placed later in the 
questionnaire, respondents underreport food 
consumption (8-40%, depending on outcome)

Torrisi et al. (2024) compare data quality in a 
module on parental survival, which is at the end of 
a 10-, 20-, and 30-minute survey.
Questionnaire stated length (10/20/30) didn’t affect 
item-nonresponse, age heaping, or speed of 
answering parental survival module.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022316623086030
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1525822X241237042


• Plutowski and Zechmeister (2024): 
2020 CATI RDD survey in Haiti

Reducing Breakoff: Impact of Topic and Placement

Source

8.6 8.7
10.3

11.8

Full Sample Sample Limited to Rs
Interested

Breakoff Rates

COVID questions asked first

COVID questions asked last

https://surveyinsights.org/?p=19071


• CATI questionnaires can be long: Many respondents will stay on phone 
and answer long (>30 min) CATI questionnaires

• CATI questionnaires that include cognitively demanding tasks (e.g., 
dietary recall) should probably not be too long

• There is some evidence that CATI questionnaires on less complex topics 
could be long, but much more research is needed
• Please be careful, though! Pilot testing and careful monitoring is critical.

• Please embed experiments in your research when possible and share 
results!

CATI Questionnaires: Summary



Design of Pariyo et al. (2019)

• RDD CATI and IVR surveys in 
Tanzania and Bangladesh on 
noncommunicable diseases

• Overall question: How well 
do reports about 
demographics and health 
agree between two surveys? 

Reliability in CATI Surveys

CATI 
Survey

IVR 
Survey

CATI 
Survey

IVR 
Survey

7 days

7 days

Group 1

Group 2

Key Findings

1. High reliability for demographics, alcohol, 
tobacco

2. Moderate to high reliability for 
hypertension

3. Lower reliability for physical activity, 
fruit/vegetable, salt intake

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0214450


Mafoud et al. (2015)

• Recontact of respondents from a 
face-to-face survey in Lebanon 
(82% recontact rate) 

• Median time between FTF and 
CATI: 2 months

• 8-minute CATI survey (abridged 
questionnaire)

• 630 respondents participated in 
both surveys

Reliability in CATI Surveys

Comparisons between FTF and 
CATI:

• Near-perfect concordance for 
age, health insurance, cigarette 
smoking, diabetes ☺

• Substantial for education, water 
pipe smoking, past-year alcohol, 
hypertension, others ☺

• Lower for physical activity (could 
be because of time difference 
between surveys or measurement 
error) : / 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1525822X14540084?journalCode=fmxd


• Good reliability for most measures

• But be careful about cognitively burdensome questions!

• Testing is important
• Expert review

• Cognitive interviewing

• Pilot tests

• More research is of course needed ☺

CATI Reliability: Summary



4. Challenges and 
Solutions: SMS



SMS Questionnaire Design

Aspect Description

One survey question per SMS • Question must include question and response options

Character limit • Usually 160 characters
• Special characters can take up double the space: this 

depends on mobile operator and software tool: be sure to 
test!

Response options • Can be embedded in question or can be listed separately
• Be sure to clearly identify the responses
• Numbers are associated with response options – list them 

BEFORE the responses in SMS

Acceptable responses • Oftentimes, numeric responses are only acceptable response
• Non-valid responses trigger error messages
• Many systems will terminate after 3-4 error message
• More advanced systems can cover custom responses (e.g., 

“some” instead of “2”)

Preamble or section header • It is possible to have SMS step as a simple transition 
statement, e.g.., “The next set of questions are about voting. 
Press 1 to continue.” Don’t forget the “Press 1 to continue!” 
Or you could set this up as multiple SMS step.

Multi-select question • Multi-select questions are possible, but not recommended 
because respondents sometimes don’t know how to respond 
+ Probing element missing as it is self completion



SMS: Remember the User Experience!

Multiple 
messages 
may come 
out of order

Respondents 
may have 
difficulty 
scrolling

 



SMS: Language Selector

• Ask for language selection 
before official consent (in all 
languages)

• Language selector is in a 
“lingua franca”

• Consent is in selected 
language

• One challenge: How much 
should you include in the 
lingua franca?



• Lau, Sanders, Lombaard (2019) 
randomized response options in 
an SMS survey

• The order in which we present 
response options in SMS surveys 
matters

• For example: in Uganda, the first 
response option was selected 
26% of the time. The fifth 
response option was selected 
16% of the time. This is 
independent of the content of 
the response option.

SMS Questionnaire Design: Order Effects

26%

21%

18%
16% 16%

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Likelihood of Endorsing Response,
by Position (Uganda)

Source: Lau, Sanders, and Lombaard, 2019

Experiments in 4 African SMS surveys show 
consistent evidence of primary effects

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1525822X19862506?journalCode=fmxd


SMS Questionnaire Design: Other Tips

Test locally, and in-person 
(Firchow and Mac Ginty, 2017)

Avoid embedding response 
options in question 
(L’Engle et al., 2018)

Consider a modular design for 
longer surveys 

(West, Ghimire, Axinn 2015)

For numeric questions, 
considering using categories 

instead of exact numeric 
responses (L’Engle et al., 2018)

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0049124117729702
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0190902
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4551499/
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0190902


SMS Implementation

Channel to route 
messages via 

telecommunications 
network

Approval of/by 
mobile network 
operator (MNO)

Incentive delivery – 
Airtime/ Mobile 

Money and 
Turnaround time

Another method: 
USSD, but this 

approach has high 
drop-off rates and 

limitations on 
question structure



5. Q&A



CONTACT

JPMurunga@geopoll .com
Char les.Lau@geopoll .com

www.GeoPoll .com



• GeoPoll Research on 8 CATI RDD surveys in 
Kenya and Nigeria: 2023-2024. Surveys are 
long (median >30 min) and ask about 
sensitive topics related to gender issues

• Significant variation in breakoff

Breakoff

Breakoff: Respondents who start but do not complete

• Most breakoff occurs early in the survey

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Kenya W2

Nigeria W2

Kenya W3

Nigeria W3

Kenya W4A

Nigeria W4A

Kenya W4B

Nigeria W4B

Location of Breakoff

Demographic section HH section Media section Gender section Final

24%

10%

15%

7%

18%

5%

26%

9%

Kenya W2

Nigeria W2

Kenya W3

Nigeria W3

Kenya W4A

Nigeria W4A

Kenya W4B

Nigeria W4B

Breakoff Rates



GeoPoll research (continued)

Factors Associated with Breakoff

• Respondent: Low education

– But not gender, rural, age)

• Interviewer experience

– But not gender or quality)

• Individual interviewer

• Call centre partner

Breakoff



Breakoff: Tips and Recommendations 

Measure and monitor

Coach interviewers

Use breakoff as signal for interviewer and partner quality

Place more engaging questions earlier in survey when possible

Avoid long introductions to modules

Use question-level breakoff rates to flag specific questions

More research on optimal questionnaire length, especially considering quality
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